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Introduction

Tadeusz Baczko��

MSN Scientific Network entitled “Impact assessment of R&D and inno-
vation on socio-economic development” was called into being in order 
to meet half way the challenges connected with the reduction of the 
development gap by supporting activities in the fields of research, de-
velopment and innovation. It was also expected to increase in dimen-
sion and the effectiveness of outlays that enterprises designate for re-
search and development, promotion of standards, and innovative at-
titudes. The objective of the founders was to point out that the research 
and analytical activities have to be accompanied by diverse practical 
activities in order to strengthen the link between the area of research 
and the needs of different industries and services in order to create an 
environment for better allocation of public and private funds into the 
field of research and development (R&D). 

Three years have passed since the memorable date of May 26th, 
2006, when in the Staszic Palace a seminar took place connected with 
the visit of Fred Gault, Ph.D., President of the OECD’s National Experts 
on Science and Technology Indicators (NESTI) Working Party. This was 
the second meeting in succession with outstanding personages whose 
activity had considerable impact on development of innovations and 
promotion of technologies. The first meeting was a seminar with par-
ticipation of Prof. Benoit Mandelbrot – the founder of fractal geometry, 
whose impact on promotion of standards of innovativeness and devel-
opment of several new technologies and services cannot be overesti-
mated. 

The second meeting of the scientific network with the most out-
standing personalities in this field was devoted to presentation of the 
most recent NESTI research output in the context of the Blue Sky II 
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2006 Forum, organised by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD), which was held in Ottawa, Canada. The 
main initiator and animator of the second Blue Sky meeting was Fred 
Gault, Ph.D. His presence provided an opportunity to discuss the strat-
egy of growth of innovativeness of the Polish economy.

The meeting received favorable attention of the leading Polish in-
novations policy experts and several acknowledged authorities from 
the world of science. It was attended by the representatives of the Cen-
tral Statistical Office (GUS), the Canadian Embassy, and institutions 
such as: The Ministry of Science and Higher Education, Ministry of 
Economy, The Polish Agency for Enterprise Development, The Polish 
Patente Office, The German Ministry of Education and Research and 
The University of Warsaw. It enabled discussion about methodology of 
assessment of innovative companies elaborated by the Institute of Eco-
nomics of the Polish Academy of Sciences (INE PAN) and its connection 
with the Oslo Manual and the survey results obtained.

The publication of the present material indicates the importance of 
this seminar and its impact on the course of survey and other activity 
of this particular scientific network, and also to present papers deliv-
ered by participants of this very important meeting, which provided an 
opportunity to discuss the survey and methodological results of the 
OECD Blue Sky II Conference in Ottawa. 

It enabled expansion of surveys of over 20 000 enterprises and im-
provements in methodologies regarding experts’ opinions and new 
more recipient oriented ranking of the most innovative small, medium 
and big enterprises and assessment of most innovative products and 
services. 

It facilitated elaboration of new forms of communication linking 
the world of business, the world of science, and of public administra-
tion. As a result of cooperation with such establishments as BRE Bank, 
daily “Gazeta Prawna” and INE PAN, Galas of Innovativeness were or-
ganized with 2000 persons from all over Poland participating. The Ga-
las in 2006 and 2007 took place under the auspices of the European 
Union commissioners Danuta Hübner and Janez Potočnik and the fur-
thermore, initiative was launched by the Polish Ministry of Science and 
University Education for promotion of science.

The programme proliferated in the form of two subsequent all-Po-
land and sixteen regional reports on innovativeness of Polish economy. 
The surveys also lead to inclusion of INE PAN in three Polish key-projects 
of the Foresight type regarding ROTMED – medical technologies, FORE-
MAT – advanced materials, National Polska 2020 Programme, and elab-
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oration of the original concept of the innovative foresight. It is also 
difficult to overestimate the significance of the Seminar for the devel-
opment of the instruments of analysis and communication between 
stakeholders. 

We wish to thank Fred Gault for his encouragement, his valuable 
counsel and intellectual support. The works we have hitherto per-
formed have also played an important position in several surveys and 
in elaboration of new financial instruments supporting technology 
transfer, allocation of funds and identification of enterprises. We as-
sume that the experience gained will bring effect in the field of public 
statistics by increasing the role of microdata and development of inte-
grated microeconomic indicators.

We are of the opinion that in the light of hitherto experiments their 
role as an instrument increasing the usefulness of the data stock and 
its application in allocation of public and private funds is of consider-
able importance especially during the period of turmoil in the markets. 
It is also difficult to overestimate their importance for over 3000 enter-
prises who have so far acquired the status of innovativeness.

We thank Dr. Fred Gault for his contribution into our surveys and 
wish to lay particular stress on Dr. Gault’s outstanding contribution for 
the development of the innovative systems, innovative standards and 
his competence based on peer review principles. The work presented 
includes the paper delivered by Dr. Fred Gault, authorized participa-
tions in the discussion and presentations during the seminar in the 
Polish Academy of Sciences in the Staszic Palace in Warsaw.

One should also recognize the importance of the second Most Ad-
mirable Public Lectures in STI as an activity of INE PAN on the interna-
tional scene developing contacts with other countries (the Czech Re-
public, France, Germany, Hungary, Russia, Slovakia, Spain), internation-
al organizations such as OECD, Directorate-General for Research (DG 
RTD), The Institute for Prospective Technological Studies (IPTS), 
Knowledge for Business (TNO), Russian Academy of Science (RAN), Sci-
entific and Technical Research Committee (CREST), National Institute of 
Science and Technology Policy (NISTEP), and major Polish establish-
ments.

Concluding, I also wish to thank Grażyna Niedbalska, Ph.D., author 
of the Polish R&D statistics, for her assistance in organizing the meet-
ing with Fred Gault and her involvement in the Scientific Network sur-
veys, methodological and educational activities.

Moreover, I wish to thank the academic staff and the employees of 
the Research Center for Economic and Statistical Studies  of the Central 



Statistical Office and Polish Academy of Sciences (ZBSE – in existence 
until 2004) for their contribution in establishing the basis for our sur-
veys and also co-employees of the MSN Scientific Network coordinated 
by INE PAN, other research establishments, enterprises, universities, 
foundations and other public and private institutions whose enthusi-
asm and involvement allowed for development of the Polish innovative 
system and achievements in scientific research.

Tadeusz Baczko
ISN Coordinator
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The Future of Science  
and Technology  

and Innovation Indicators  
and the Challenges Implied

Introduction of the Speaker

Leszek Jasiński: ��

Ladies and gentlemen it is my pleasure and my honor to introduce 
Dr. Fred Gault of Statistics Canada. Our guest is the Director of the Sci-
ence, Innovation and Electronic Information Division at Statistics Can-
ada. He is responsible for development of statistics on all aspects of 
research, development, invention, innovation and diffusion of tech-
nologies as well as on related human resources. He is responsible for 
the development of statistics on telecommunications and broadcast-
ing, internet use and electronic commerce. Fred Gault is Chair of the 
Working Party of National Experts on Science and Technology Indica-
tors and former Chair of the Working Party on Indicators for the Infor-
mation Society at the Organization of Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment (OECD). Previously, at Statistics Canada, he was responsible 
for the development of statistics on business and personal service in-
dustries.

The subject of Dr. Fred Gault’s presentation is the future of the STI 
indicators and the challenges implied. It is our pleasure to meet you 
and to listen to your presentation.



Dr Fred Gault 
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The Presentation and Introduction
Fred Gault: ��

Professor Jasiński, thank you very much.
This is quite a challenge and I would like to thank the Institute of 

Economics of the Academy for organizing this talk and I would like to 
thank Mrs. Niedbalska for having inviting me to Poland, on my way to 
Berlin. I recently consulted a map and I noticed that I have gone a little 
farther east than I had thought. But nonetheless I am here and I am 
delighted to be here. Thank you all for coming, as I realize that today 
many things are happening, not the least of which is the visit of the 
Pope. I am impressed, and encouraged, by the size of this audience.

Today, I am going to talk about the future of science, technology 
and innovation indicators and the challenges implied. This is not just 
focused on Poland; it is a universal set of issues facing any country 
dealing with statistical problems and industrial transformation. So, 
I will move directly into the talk. I prefer to proceed as informally as 
possible and I have the services of a first class interpreter, should we 
need it. If at any point you wish to pose a question please feel free to 
do so in Polish or English and I will try to respond. 

Here is the outline of the talk. I will provide some history and I will 
try to do this quickly as I want the time for discussion. The benefit of 
this talk both to you, and to me, is what emerges in the discussion 
because I know what I know, but I do not know what you know. So we 
will talk about the context for indicators, look in the recent past, at 
how indicators are used, and then we will get into the global transfor-
mation which is changing the context in which indicators are used and 
policies developed. This gives rise to the possibility of new indicators 
and poses challenges to official statisticians, of which I am an example. 
Finally, I will indicate how to find more information and then open the 
discussion.

Some years ago, and in fact it could happen today, in any OECD 
member country, a seminar in a policy ministry would begin along the 
following lines: “Minister, we have looked at the Gross Domestic Prod-
uct per capita in every OECD country and we find that the value for the 
U.S. (in 2002 purchasing power parity dollars) is forty thousand dollars 
per capita but in Canada, for example, it is only thirty one thousand 
dollars per capita. In Germany it is twenty nine and in Poland, thir-
teen.” Now, at that point in any but a few countries which have a larg-
er ratio, depending upon what ministry you are in, someone would 
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announce that there is a “gap”. That is evident, but is it caused by lack 
of innovation, or an inability to compete, or is it caused by the failings 
of the education system, training programmes, or the culture? Make 
your own list and then you can hyphenate all the words if you want 
a policy with the very long title. This really does go on in many indus-
trial countries. 

Now, once you have said that there is a gap, thanks to the statisti-
cians, you realize that there is a problem. There is a school of thought 
that suggests that if you did not have statisticians you would not have 
such problems, or at least you would not see them. So, in Poland, we 
can blame it all on Mrs. Niedbalska, and her colleagues. That may be 
a little simplistic as such problems are there whether or not there is 
a statistician to reveal them.

The question is how to address the problems. Well, immediately, in 
a policy ministry somebody thinks that it would be a good idea to in-
tervene in the economy. Intervening in the economy is not just the 
prerogative of socialist governments, it happens in many kinds of gov-
ernments and in some places with better effect than others. The minis-
try of finance may propose R&D tax credits, or some capital investment 
promotion. For example in Canada if you invest in information and 
communication technologies (ICTs) the tax authority will let you depre-
ciate ICT goods more quickly than other capital goods. That is a benefit 
and therefore an incentive to buy ICT goods. Perhaps training credits is 
the answer, or support for the apprenticeship programmes, or promo-
tion of venture capital. We can go on. All these policies actually happen 
in some governments. We could create a large organisation which 
would provide insurance for export activities to encourage firms to 
engage in export. We could adjust our procurement as a government 
to encourage certain technologies and services and do the same 
through contracts and contributions. The objective is to close the gap. 

If it is an innovation gap, then we want to promote innovation. If it 
is a competitiveness gap we want to promote innovation which im-
proves the competitive position of the country. We can look at com-
mercialization initiatives. These are about transferring knowledge and 
creating value. A researcher might have a good idea which might lead 
to an invention. However, not all inventions are brought to market and, 
even when the invention gets to market, it might fail and the company 
may go bankrupt. So, there is whole school of knowledge around how 
you make that commercialization happen better than it has. Perhaps 
the government can offer incentives to make it happen better. There 
are other examples of policy intervention related to regional develop-
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ment issues. If you want to establish a program in Warsaw I am sure 
there are other cities in Poland that would expect to have one too, or 
at least one of equal value employing the same number of people and 
creating comparable science parks, special courses in colleges for in-
dustry, support for clusters, incubators and networks. The word “net-
work” is going to recur. 

So, to summarize, we have identified the gap thanks to Mrs. Nied-
balska and her statistics, the ministry, or ministries, are convinced that 
the gap needs to be addressed and programmes are developed. What 
happens next? We could begin by looking at legal framework within 
which the policies will act. 

Framework Conditions and Indicators of Activities
On the plane, I was reading an OECD Review of Canada. This was some-
what of a shock as one of the first statements in the Review of Canada 
was: get the framework conditions right. Now I would have thought 
that was a sentence from World Bank reports for developing countries, 
but no. It was reminding Canada that the contract law, the cost of in-
corporation, and bankruptcy, all have to promote the activity of busi-
ness and eventually innovation and R&D. Employment law and the cost 
of doing business should not be excessive or people will incline not to 
do business. They will not incline to hire people if it is going to cost 
more money than they can make in the market. 

Good education has to be in place, and the system to develop 
a skilled labour force for the economy, and we need the researchers to 
create new knowledge. I would argue that a more important require-
ment of researchers is the capacity to take, or “appropriate” other peo-
ple’s knowledge. If you lack this capacity, you cannot read the journals, 
you cannot understand the discussions at conferences, and you cannot 
see the idea, or bring it, take it back to your firm and turn it into value. 
That is one of the fundamental reasons why we need just good but 
well connected, or networked researchers.

We have the framework conditions, we have the interventions of 
the ministry, and we are going to solve the problem of the gap. Well, 
the statisticians got you into this, are they going to get you out of it? 
That is an interesting question. Historically, the statisticians have pro-
duced indicators of activities. Here are some examples of activities: the 
funding of research and development; the expenditure on the perform-
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ance of research and development; the number and characteristics of 
personnel engaged in research and development; the creation and pro-
tection of intellectual property measured by the number of patents. 
Patents are much liked by economists as they can be counted and used 
in econometric analyses. Some would argue that these are proxies of 
innovation, but the growth of direct measurement of the activity of 
innovation is making the proxy argument less tenable.

What is the activity of innovation? It is the bringing of a new prod-
uct to market or it is the putting in place a new process, which helps 
you to produce or deliver a product to market. Notice the word “mar-
ket” occurring in both cases. Now, we have revised the OECD Eurostat 
Oslo Manual which governs this thinking and we have added two oth-
er categories. In fact, we are gradually working our way back to Schum-
peter; we are not all the way there yet but we have four out of five of 
his categories of innovation. The two just added are developing the 
markets into which you want to sell the product and having an appro-
priate industrial structure and use of practices. That is an underdevel-
oped area both of statistics and of business practice, looking at how 
things are done and asking if they can be done more effectively, in or-
der to get the product on to the street in order to make money. Money 
is good; this is the underlying theme here. Money is good because it is 
an indicator of value and it can be taxed as part of redistributing 
wealth. 

Another area for indicator activity is the development of human 
resources. University graduates are important to the system as means 
of knowledge flow and of absorptive capacity. The numbers of re-
searchers, their education and industry distribution, are important in-
dicators related to R&D. For globalization analysis, indicators of the 
mobility of the highly qualified are needed.

Standards of Measurement and Interpretation
If we agree that these activities are important, we can produce indica-
tors. There are indicators of activities that you will find in Mrs. Niedbal-
ska statistics and you will find them in the Main Science and Technol-
ogy Indicators (MSTI) of OECD. Every official science and technology 
statistician is familiar with what is in the MSTI. You can find, for exam-
ple, gross domestic expenditure on research and development (GERD) 
in Table 1 and R&D personnel in Table 21. For the third European Com-
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munity Innovation Survey, the percentage turnover from product in-
novation is found in Table 4.1.1 of the Eurostat publication, Innovation 
in Europe (2004). This last indicator is an innovation measure. There are 
also measures of the diffusion of technologies and practices, the 
number of graduates by subject, patents by number, publications and 
citations of those publications in various publications.

The standards by which all these indicators are developed come 
from the OECD, specifically they come from the Working Party of Na-
tional Experts on Science and Technology Indicators (NESTI). Mrs. Nied-
balska is your representative and NESTI has generated what is called 
the Frascati Family of Manuals. It is called the Frascati Family of Manu-
als because the very first manual, which governs R&D measurement, 
was the Frascati Manual and it happened to come together while 
a group of official statisticians and some policy people were sitting just 
outside Rome in Frascati.

We have the Frascati Manual for R&D, we have the Oslo Manual 
which governs innovation, we have the patent manual, which needs 
work, and the Canberra Manual which deals with people and also 
needs work. We have the technological balance of payments manual, 
and it certainly needs work. So, there is, there is no end to work on 
these manuals but once you have them you have international stand-
ards, once you have international standards you can put statistics from 
every OECD country into the MSTI and other OECD publications and 
you can make comparisons. Then, you can find more gaps and we can 
have more discussions like this.

The indicators produced with the help of these and other manuals 
can be combined to produce composite indicators. Composite indica-
tors are very dangerous. Look at the GERD GDP ratio. Why is GERD/GDP 
a dangerous indicator? In fact, all indicators are dangerous and you 
should be very careful before you release any new indicator. We have 
had GERD/GDP around for a very long time and its existence encour-
ages users of indicators to rank countries according to the value of the 
ratio. If it is three percent it is good and if it is one percent, it is less 
good. Now that would be fine if we stopped there but the next step is 
to set a target. That has happened in the Lisbon Process. When you 
make international comparisons you must account for the fact that you 
are working in a very complex, interconnected system and if you are 
going to go from two percent to three percent, or one percent to two 
percent, almost certainly you will not have the researchers in your 
economy to allow you to do it. It takes over decade to develop a re-
searcher. So there are serious constraints. In places like United States 
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the need for researcher has been met, in part, by immigration but that 
is becoming a less reliable source. I will come back to that later.

The message at this point is that if you give a policy maker an indi-
cator, the policy maker will give you a target. And it is our failing, as 
official statisticians, in not educating our political masters about the 
dangers of doing this. So, we have our gap, or gaps, we have our pol-
icy interventions, we have the activities we want to look at, and we 
have the indicators. What do we do with the indicators and the stand-
ards for producing them?

Using Indicators
We can do lots of things with indicators. The most benign is simply to 
monitor what”s going on. So GERD last year was one value, the GERD 
this year is another value. If it is going up, we celebrate; if it has gone 
down, we blame the statisticians. If we agree that it is a real effect, 
there may be policy interventions. That is the most benign use of indi-
cators. 

We could take a group of indicators and then, using documents 
such as the MSTI, go and look at some other countries which are com-
parable to us and see what the values of those indicators are in those 
countries. Then, we might choose one country as a benchmark. If it is 
doing very well, as demonstrated by the group of indicators we have 
chosen, we can set as a target the current values of the set of indica-
tors of the reference country. This is one example of benchmarking and 
is a reasonable use of indicators. 

You can use indicators in support of foresight exercises. There, you 
can develop a set of indicators which tells you where your chosen in-
dustry is then gather some experts who know about the technologies 
and practices in the industry and then build a consensus around where 
the industry is likely to go in the future. Practices are not always con-
sidered in foresight, but they, and the related indicators, shed light on 
human activities and people, and organization, are key to progress.

At the programme or institute level you can use indicators to sup-
port evaluation. Evaluation is something that official statisticians try to 
avoid. Statistical offices are, or should be, at arms length from govern-
ment and to maintain that distance, they should not be involved in the 
evaluation of government programmes or institutes. That can be done 
by others.
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All of these measures and their uses can contribute to evidence-
based policy. In an ideal world we would like to think that our col-
leagues in policy ministries are looking at the indicators and are taking 
informed decisions. This does not always happen in the real world. 

We have developed a picture of STI activities, with some coherence 
and structure. Why do we not stop the presentation here and begin the 
discussion? Our picture would have made sense to Vannevar Bush 
when he published Science the Last Frontier in 1945 and it would have 
still made sense to some policy analysts in the 1980s. It would support, 
for example, the linear model where research leads to development, to 
invention, to commercialization or innovation, and then to diffusion 
and ultimately to improved welfare. In such a world the only question 
is how much the government should spend on basic research. All the 
rest follows. This was never an accurate picture of technological and 
social change, and that has been especially evident over the last 20 
years. That is why there is a little more to this presentation.

The Change in Context
I do not know if you read Thomas Friedman, but he has written a book 
called “The World is Flat”. After a great deal of reaction to this book in 
the United States, he revised it. As I was in Washington a few weeks 
ago, I bought the second edition, where he develops his thesis further. 
But, that is another story.

“The World is Flat” simply means that we have seen a lot of informa-
tion and communication technologies (ICTs) spread around the world in 
the run up to the dot com collapse which started in November 2002. 
This left the world with a great deal of fiber optic cable and the capac-
ity to move information and codified knowledge about easily. The ease 
was facilitated by the arrival of search engines that helped ordinary 
people find information on the web. So, the technology changed, and 
the way in which it was used. But those were not the only changes. 

In 1989 the Berlin wall came down and Europe came together. At 
about the same time, China opened up and changed from a command 
economy to an economy in which making money was good. And, India 
gradually escaped from its bureaucratic past and became more condu-
cive to entrepreneurial activity and fostered the development of soft-
ware and related services. At the end of this transition, there are huge 
new markets, and new ways of doing business.
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China became a source of inexpensive manufactured goods, India, 
taking advantage of its English speaking population, provided call cent-
ers and data capture facilities as well as software services. Physicians, 
for example, could send written case notes to India at the end of the 
day and receive back the following day the notes in electronic form. As 
a result, of the ICT infrastructure, and the ease of its use, there is much 
entrepreneurial activity going out there and people are using open 
source software, they are outsourcing, they are off shoring, they are 
bringing expertise into the firm, they are looking at the whole supply 
chain and they are trying to set priorities, and work with European 
Union framework programs. 

I would recommend having a glance at Friedman’s book because it 
does change your view of the world. There are critics, of course, who 
point out that there are billions of people on the edge of the flat world 
unable to participate. In fact, if we went fifty kilometers out of this city 
we might find a world in which people do not have broadband or sat-
ellite communication and are not running small companies from their 
kitchen. They would be doing others things and, they might be a lot 
happier. But something is happening, the world is changing, as is the 
way in which we live and compete economically. This raises, again, the 
need for statistics and indicators.

The context is changing, which is one message I would like to con-
vey and another is that the insights that we gain from measuring just 
an activity in an organization are limited. Statistical offices are good at 
measuring activities. If you look at financial statistics for enterprises for 
example, statistical offices will break down those statistics in every way 
imaginable and tell you the costs of production, the turnover, and the 
number of employees. These numbers have their uses. However, how 
useful are they when the firm exists in an interconnected network and 
cannot create value without the network? More and more value is be-
ing created in a value chain and statisticians in the 21st century need to 
understand how the chain interconnects.

Indicators of Linkages, Outcomes and Impacts
The proposal is that we measure the linkages between the actors in the 
system and the outcomes of the activities and the linkages. We do this 
in order to understand the social and economic impacts and the impli-
cations for social and economic policy. We are trying to understand 
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what this institution (“this institution” could be the government, or 
IBM, or the Academy of Sciences) gets for its investment in R&D, inven-
tion, innovation, or human resource development. If we can answer 
this question, using statistics and indicators based on them, we are 
well on the way to supporting evidence-based policy. And remember, 
that policy is being developed in a changing world. There is no equilib-
rium.

We are now through the major part of this talk and from now on it 
gets a little lighter, I can assure you. I am going to produce two exam-
ples.

The first example is R&D. We used to be able get away with just 
measuring expenditure on research and development in a country. That 
was fine, but these days what people want to know is the R&D per-
formance broken down by whether the firm engaged in it is foreign 
controlled or domestic controlled. They want to know this because 
there are policy implications associated with each state.

They also want to know the sales and purchases of R&D services, 
both within the country, because that tells you how firm interacts and 
trades in knowledge, and abroad, which raises other policy issues. 
One issue arises if R&D is done at the head office, and then the head 
office charges its affiliates all over the world for their share of the 
R&D programme. The affiliates pay for R&D services, and that transac-
tion goes into the technological balance of payments which appears 
Tables 69–71 of the MSTI. The policy implication is quite serious: mon-
ey is flowing out of the country, nobody is doing R&D in the country, 
and it is possible that no one in the country is benefiting directly from 
the R&D that is done. That is one picture. Another is given by a firm 
which is capable of understanding its R&D objectives and sees a gap. 
It knows that on the west coast of the United States there is a firm 
which is a specialist in the area of their knowledge gap so they con-
tact with that firm, they set up a deal, and the R&D is done. The 
knowledge is transferred, fills a gap in their own R&D programme 
and the firm becomes much more effective. It is clear that there are 
several policy issues in these examples, and the national accountant 
would point out that in one case the transaction is a transfer pay-
ment, and in the other it is trade in services. The point is that we have 
to become better at measuring the differences if we are truly to sup-
port policy development.

The second example has to do with R&D funding. We think of gov-
ernment departments and other public organizations when we think 
about funding. However, in Canadian industry about 20% for the fund-
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ing comes from abroad. Is that a good thing or is it a bad thing? The 
tax credit system is very generous in Canada. Perhaps foreign control-
led firms are doing some R&D in Canada to benefit from the tax credit 
system, and that provides work to Canadian researchers. However, if 
the firm then removes the intellectual property to head office where it 
is patented and the value is realized, that may not be so good. Again 
there are a several policy issues in this example. 

One of the topics for the OECD Working Party of National Experts 
on Science and Technology (NESTI), which is happening in Berlin next 
week, is which sectors are leading in the funding of R&D. If we look at 
the percentage of GERD funded by business, we find that in Germany 
it is 67%, followed by the US at 64%, Canada at 46%, and Poland at 
30%. Why is this an interesting statistic? If business is funding R&D, it 
is funding R&D for a reason and the reason is to create value, to make 
money, and, in the course of doing that, to contribute to Gross Domes-
tic Product. If the government is funding R&D it has a different set of 
goals, all of which may be perfectly legitimate, but they are not neces-
sarily to increase the Gross Domestic Product. 

Again, several policy issues arise in this example. We can consider 
others in the discussion. Before that, let us consider the diffusion of 
technologies and practices.

Technologies and Practices
We will start with information and communication technologies, the 
ICTs. In 1997, what became the OECD Working Party on Indicators for 
the Information Society, WPIIS, was given the task of defining the ICT 
sector. This it did using categories in the International Standard Indus-
trial Classification, or ISIC. The definition included both the ICT goods 
producing and the service producing industries, and it has worked 
reasonably well since it was established in 1998. Once the definition 
was there, all the statistics followed and they followed easily because 
they were collected, in any case, for the national accounts. As a re-
sult, it was possible to do an ICT aggregation and Statistics Canada 
does this. Every month it produces the ICT contribution to GDP. Work 
has followed on definitions of ICT goods and services, and on model 
surveys.

Biotechnology is another transformative technology. Again, OECD 
accepted the challenge and worked through an ad hoc group reporting 
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to NESTI. It met from 2000 to 2004 and it has produced a definition for 
statistical purposes, and it has collected statistics and published them 
in a compendium. Now, they can be compared internationally, but the 
comparisons are different from those made for ICTs. Biotechnology is 
not an industry; there is no biotechnology industry in ISIC. Biotech-
nologies appear in a number of industries, where they are used or pro-
duced. 

Nanotechnology is more of a challenge. So far, there is no definition 
for statistical purposes. Nanotechnology is far more cross-cutting than 
biotechnology. Biotechnology at least is associated with living things, 
and that provides a common theme. Nanotechnology is more diverse. 
It can include the miniaturizing of ICT goods. And, there is the work of 
chemists who produce bigger and bigger molecules that are getting up 
to nano scale. Finally, there is biotechnology where interactions take 
place at the nano scale.

Moving on from technologies, we have e-business practices, of 
which knowledge management is an example. Knowledge manage-
ment and its diffusion are at least as important as any of the technolo-
gies that you may wish to study and as challenging.

A Systems Approach
How then do we deal with this? What is the answer, if there is an an-
swer? The answer I would give you, which you can reject if you wish, 
is to move to a systems approach of, for example, J. Forrester or H. 
Simon. For this, we look at actors, activities, linkages, outcomes and 
impacts. We know who the actors are. They are governments, busi-
ness, higher education, research institutions, and funding organiza-
tions.

We have already discussed activities and we know what they are. 
Linkages have yet to be conquered. We can measure, in our innovation 
surveys for example, sources of technologies, practices, people, or 
knowledge. We can look at networks and collaboration. We can look 
at outcomes. Outcomes are important because we have to keep in 
mind that question from the board of a firm or from a minister: “What 
did we get for putting 20 billion of whatever currency unit into this 
activity?” Perhaps we created jobs, we may have increased the skill 
level of the jobs that we had, even if we did not increase the number. 
Perhaps we increased our profit or value-added or market share. We 
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ought to be able to see the outcomes linked to the activities in our 
statistical work. 

Impacts are farther down the road, they are much harder to deal 
with. Think of the mobile phone emerging through R&D in various 
laboratories and then diffusing. Then look at the ways it has changed 
your lives. Your lives are not the same as they were because of the mo-
bile phone, not to mention the Blackberry. The mobile phone has also 
transformed the industrial organization, especially in small firms. Peo-
ple in the construction business no longer have to maintain an office. 
With the portable fax machine, cell phone, and the power supply in 
their vehicle they can sit on the site while somebody digs a hole and at 
the same time they can compete for their next job, all from the same 
place, thanks to the mobile phone. They do not need an office, they 
need a large truck. 

New Indicators
I will spend some time on new indicators as we move to the end. What 
matters in a flat world? Is it knowledge creation? Is it innovation? Or, 
is it commercialization? I do not know the answer to these questions 
so I invite you to address them in the discussion. 

I can tell you that in Canada, in manufacturing, for firms with 20 
or more employees, that 94% of them do no R&D. We run an inno-
vation survey, and at the lowest level of novelty, which is “new to 
the firm”, 80% of firms are innovative. But, only 6% of them are do-
ing R&D, so where does the knowledge come from to allow that 
80% to put new products on the market or to put new processes in 
place to deliver or to make products. That is a question I put to this 
group. 

If we consider innovation we can measure the sources of the ideas, 
of technologies and of practices. At this stage, I would recommend 
“Open Innovation” by Chesbrough. It is quite a stimulating book. I also 
recommend the Oslo Manual which tells you about the activity of in-
novation, and the constituent innovation activities, such as R&D. We 
need indicators to describe all of this. 

We get all these statistical indicators and then, if we are in statisti-
cal office, we can go to other surveys and link to financial and em-
ployment data. Not all statistical offices can do this. This could not 
happen in the United States, easily, because the Bureau of Economic 
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Analysis is totally separated from the NSF, and is totally separated 
from the Bureau of Labour Statistics. And then there is the U.S. Bu-
reau of Census. So, putting all these data sets together in the US 
could not happen without much negotiation between agencies. How-
ever, that is actually happening in order to produce the U.S. R&D 
satellite account, as part of the system of national accounts. In my 
agency it can be done without interagency negotiation and once we 
link to financial and employment data we could analyse productivity, 
value creation and labour force characteristics. Then we could meas-
ure the labour force supply and mobility, and engagement in lifelong 
learning. 

We did a survey of earned doctorates. You are also doing this in 
Poland. We have found that 20% of our doctorate holders, new doc-
torate holders, plan to leave Canada. Is this a good thing or a bad 
thing? What are the policy implications? If these doctorate holders all 
are going off to Caltech to do their postdoc, and then they come back 
in five years that is a good thing. If they are simply going to the Unit-
ed States, that is a bad thing. We have also looked at the foreign 
students who got their PhDs in Canada and 60% of those, plan to 
remain in Canada. Again, a good thing or bad thing? Colleagues in 
English or French speaking developing countries are concerned to see 
their best and brightest moving to Canada to take their higher degree 
and then stay on. They would argue that it is a bad thing. What is 
your view?

We collect data on research personnel and we have got about 
a hundred and thirteen thousand of them. That becomes an interest-
ing statistic when the government declares that by 2010 Canada will 
be among the five top countries in the OECD, measured in terms of 
R&D performance. In order to get there the number of researchers has 
to double. Now, where are you going to find, in less than 10 years, 
a hundred thousand researchers? This example is really a plea to talk 
to the statisticians before setting a challenge that is difficult to 
achieve.

Knowledge indicators are important, because we are going to look 
at the absorptive capacity and that’s going to vary with the availability 
of skilled workers, the culture of learning, the working environment, 
and the size of the institution. Statistics recently revealed by Mrs. Nied-
balska, show that innovation varies with the size of the firm in Poland. 
It varies with the size of the firm in Canada. Perhaps this is telling us 
something. The bigger the firm the greater the propensity to engage in 
innovation. The size of the firm is a key analytical issue. 
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If we are looking at knowledge indicators, they are different for 
individuals, teams, firms, and regions. Teams learn differently from 
individuals. You can embed knowledge in teams in quite different 
ways from those used to embed knowledge in people. And, that tac-
it knowledge is very difficult to capture or to understand from a sta-
tistical point of view. At Statistics Canada, we run large surveys. No 
one person knows how those surveys run. It has never have been 
written down. The group knows how to do it. Now you could take it 
all apart and codify it and then give the manual which you just wrote 
to 20 people who had never seen the survey before and tell them to 
do it. I can tell you it would be a disaster. Again an interesting chal-
lenge, both from the indicator and the management perspective. The 
challenge is to understand and to measure the network capital in the 
team, rather than just the human capital possessed by the team 
members.

In summary, we need indicators of collaboration and knowledge 
flows. We have got some examples: co-authorship, co-patenting, con-
tracts, participation in Framework programmes, international coopera-
tion. We need more. 

What are the Challenges?
I will end with challenges. Measurement, analysis and policy are com-
plex. You know this better than I. Single policy interventions may not 
produce a desired outcome. If you have got the Ministry of Labour do-
ing one thing and the Ministry of Industry doing another, all for the 
good of the economy, those two things might not add up to a good 
outcome. In fact, they might cancel one another out if you are lucky 
and they might result in something negative if you are not. So my final 
message is the need for discussion between the measurers, like Mrs. 
Niedbalska, and the measured, as well as with the decision makers and 
policy makers. The plea is that we all talk to one another to ensure that 
the measurements are useful. If what the statistician is measuring is 
not going to help you do your job, we should eliminate the statistical 
programme. I think that relevance is the overarching challenge.

Other OECD countries are worrying about these issues. The Global 
Science Forum is gathering some policy makers and statisticians to-
gether in Helsinki in July and John Marbuger is giving a keynote ad-
dress. He is the science adviser to the President of the United States. He 
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is going around the world at the moment telling people what they 
should be doing right now so he can give advice to President Bush. In 
Ottawa, in September, the OECD Blue Sky conference takes place. It will 
be attended mainly by statisticians, although John Marburger is com-
ing to that too, to help identify new indicators to develop over the next 
decade.

Measurement Matters
The fi nal message is that measurement matters. Thank you for being 
such an appreciative audience. Thank you Professor Jasiński.

Leszek Jasiński:��

Thank you very much for your fascinating presentation. Before we be-
gin our discussion, I would like to make one suggestion. Given that we 
have so many wonderful institutions represented, including Polish and 
foreign ministries, I would like everyone to introduce him or herself. It 
would be helpful for us to all know who is here. 

The seminar participants around The Round Table.
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Introduction of the Participants
Tadeusz Baczko�� : Institute of Economics, Coordinator of the Science 
Network, International Science Network “Assessment of Research 
and Development Activity and Innovation Impact on Social and 
Economic Development”

Bogusław Rejn�� : Currently retired, I was previously a member of the 
Research Center for Economic and Statistical Studies  of the Central 
Statistical Office and Polish Academy of Sciences (ZBSE).

Erika Rost�� : Federal Ministry of Education and Research in Germany. 
I am responsible for co-operation between Germany and countries 
in Central and Eastern Europe.

Grażyna Niedbalska�� : I currently work with science and technology 
statistics in at the Central Statistical Office of Poland.

Irma Pęciak�� : Polish Agency for Enterprise Development, Innovation 
and Technology Unit.

Krzysztof Gulda�� : Deputy Director of the Economic Development 
Department in the Ministry of Economics, responsible for short and 
medium-term strategy and programming for innovation and pre-
diction.

Jarosław Papis�� : I work as an expert for UNIDO, coordinating the 
program for increasing productivity and quality in enterprises. This 
program is directed at Central and Eastern Europe.

Lesław Pietrewicz�� : Institute of Economics, with an expertise in 
Internet studies. Participant in the Science and Technology Network 
led by Professor Baczko.

Maciej Kiełmiński�� : Senior Expert in the Department of Strategy and 
Science Development, Ministry of Science and Higher Education.

Ireneusz Białecki�� : I am a sociologist, Professor at the University of 
Warsaw and the Director of the Center for Research Policy and 
Higher Education.

Alicja Adamczak�� : By training a lawyer and patent attorney, I am 
the President of the Polish Patent Office. I am sorry to be late, but 
I have a very important reason to be absent – and now I can only 
stay for half an hour. Again, please accept my apologies. I have to 
prepare a very nice exhibition about astronomy and astrophysics in 
my office. As this is the last official working day this week, it must 
be done today. Thank you for your understanding. 
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Questions and Discussion
Tadeusz Baczko:��

Perhaps it will be interesting, as we are working within the framework 
of the Institute of Economics of the Polish Academy of Science, if I say 
a few words concerning what we are all doing here, and perhaps this 
will, to borrow your words, give us the national context of the prob-
lem. We started a research program here related to innovative enter-
prises and research and development investments. The aims of the pro-
gram are as follows. First of all, the program is meant to provide struc-
tured studies of business expenditures for innovation and research and 
development. The second objective of the program is to stimulate the 
disclosure of business expenditures for research and development en-
terprises. This point is crucial. Third, the program is intended to im-
prove the allocation of public and private funds for science, technology 
and innovation. Finally, the fourth aim of the project is to increase busi-
ness expenditures on research and development and to find – this is 
our dream – innovative companies. In short, we are looking to find 
some fractal of innovativeness that could be copied and developed in 
the country. What are the foundations of this project? The foundations 
are scientific, the first element of which is the qualitative theory of in-
formation developed in this building, by Professor Klemens Szaniawski 
among others. It was in this room that his famous seminar in qualita-
tive information theory met, exploring the fact that information cannot 
simply be treated in technical terms. This is particularly significant con-
sidering the important role that the decision process plays in the meas-
urement of information. The next approach is Schumpeterian. This 
means that the most important units in the development of innovation 
are the enterprises, the entrepreneurs and people in the firms. We must 
also address the evolutionary theory of the firm, looking at this process 
as a living phenomenon: institutional mechanisms could help set this 
process in motion, but we should also talk about initiating the process 
of evolutionary development in the country at the level of individual 
firms, which have different stages of development – one of which could 
be innovative.

This also means that we obviously ought to use statistical standards 
where possible, including the Frascati and Oslo Manuals, as mentioned 
by Dr. Gault. Here at the Institute we have some experience with public 
information, producing and utilizing information tools to solve socio-
economic problems. This is possible with the use of statistical data. The 
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well-known survey of the 500 largest enterprises, one of the first of its 
kind in this region of Europe, was developed here at the Institute. We 
also ought to consider some famous studies from the United States, 
which examine the qualitative characteristics of organizations by utiliz-
ing both measurable indicators and expert knowledge (such as those 
concerning the Fortune 500 and America’s Most Admired Corpora-
tions). 

Dr. Gault mentioned the issue of an innovation gap. This is really an 
enormous challenge given the numerous types of surveys and reports of 
the European Union that indicate Poland is tremendously far behind – 
according to these studies, we have about 50 years separating us from 
innovation leaders. However, our approach is slightly different. Of 
course the distance exists, but innovation is a microeconomic phenom-
enon. This means that even in a very poor country there is always the 
possibility of an extremely innovative firm or person emerging with the 
capacity to inject new impulses into the economy and social life. We 
think that the most important thing is obtaining statistical data, espe-
cially individual data. Obviously, when gathering and presenting such 
data it is essential to observe all rules of statistical confidentiality. As 
described by Professor Gault, we would like to go in the direction of 
building some composite indicators based on statistical data. In short, 
the firm(s) would send us copies of completed statistical forms, allow-
ing us to disclose the data to society. Of course, we cannot restrict our-
selves to measureable criteria. We must involve experts in the process. 

We should employ the newest statistical tools to group different 
kinds of firms, using taxonomical procedures to divide them and to 
correctly locate the real players in the economy. We understand your 
position that everything we do could have a different impact or be 
used in a different context. 

As previously mentioned, our approach is microeconomic. There-
fore, when we take statistical data into consideration we must look at 
the phenomena that you discussed under the heading of performance, 
examining not only investment figures for research and development 
but also determining how the money is actually used: the impact on 
the rate of return on assets, equity, sales of the firm, the workforce and 
so on. We simply cannot conduct proper tests without this data. 

We should also keep in mind the complicated issue that innovative 
firms exist, but we often speak about the phenomenon of innovation in 
terms of the product market or technologies. Normally we have several 
social networks and markets crossing firms: the employment markets, 
intellectual property markets and the capital market. If we examine the 
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phenomenon from these different points of view we will have the op-
portunity to transmit knowledge capable of providing real solutions. 

Furthermore, we must not disregard the importance of individual 
data. We have twenty years of experience suggesting that firms are will-
ing to disclose their data for public use. When they disclose information 
they must be informed about the possibility to expand research. This is 
an important issue, particularly as there are increasingly more data files 
that are not taken into consideration by statistical offices (especially fol-
lowing the explosion of web-based data). There is plenty of data and 
knowledge that are not being taken into consideration. Many scientists 
are leaving out statistical data because they are concerned that without 
individual data they will not be able to produce micro-economic statis-
tics. Therefore, we think it is a very important issue and there is the 
need for establishing a new paradigm within the field. 

We underline the importance of statistical data because it could be 
used to assist you. As you said, when we remain within the confines of 
a single firm we are unable to understand all the implications of the 
surrounding environment, the connections and forces. However, we 
might be able to utilize data in order to provide contextual economic 
information. For instance, such data might prove useful in the discov-
ery of distinctive phenomena and constraints. Due to differing interna-
tional accounting standards and statistics, there are always new prob-
lems emerging in the measurement and manipulation of data. In this 
situation, a statistical approach may advance understanding. Neverthe-
less, many methodological problems remain. As you mentioned, there 
is the issue of converging technologies (biotechnology, nanotechnolo-
gy, etc.). All of these new fields are moving very quickly. This is simply 
a new challenge for statistical classification. For instance, the World 
Bank has developed new kinds of classification in order to account for 
the different kinds of innovation that we find in poor countries. 

Science and technology innovation statistics can be used as a bench-
mark. Although not always very well understood, we can take this data 
as a kind of practical average. Statistical forms and methodology can 
help with this standardization. We support this statistical approach 
since it provides us with possible support in fields of national, regional 
and industrial study. The use of other approaches does not provide us 
with such possibilities. The direction in which we are going is meant to 
build innovation composite indicators that present market and process 
innovativeness, expenditures, patents received and European frame-
work programs. Such a study was done last year for Poland and 
achieved fairly good results. 
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The question that we are trying to solve is that of the distribution 
of expenditures for research and development, in which data for indi-
vidual companies is sorted according to this variable. We could first 
look at distribution. For example, in the United States it is normal for 
there to be a concentration of expenditures for research and develop-
ment companies, alongside an extremely long chain of small and me-
dium enterprises that provide money for research and development. 

Europe is attempting to play the same game. However, there are 
problems with small and medium enterprises in Europe. What would 
be a preferable form of development for Poland? While it is certainly 
important that a small group of international corporations injects mon-
ey into the Polish economy, what is perhaps most important is that an 
American style chain of small and medium enterprises is able to 
emerge. 

Let me conclude by saying that the next step is to build some com-
posite indicators with qualitative data, and at the moment we are in 
the process of producing the results of the second edition of a study 
that will take us in that direction. The study will be published in au-
tumn. Thank you all for your attention. 

Leszek Jasiński:��

Thank you very much – any reactions, opinions or questions? Yes?

Lesław Pietrewicz:��

I have a question for you, Dr. Gault. I am interested in the demand side 
of innovation, particularly product innovation on the part of society. 
Obviously, societies differ in their openness to innovation, in their ca-
pacity to absorb innovations. It is also clear that there are economic 
factors at work. For example, GDP per capita is clearly important, but 
there also appear to be some socio-cultural factors at work. What indi-
cators or proxies would you use to measure the absorptive capacity of 
a society?

Fred Gault:��

Thank you for your question. It is a difficult question, which is probably 
why you asked it. Examining innovation and technological change for 
the demand side is difficult because it involves the researcher in cul-
ture. However, culture is tremendously important. From the perspective 
of innovation, there are some products that you would not think of 
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marketing in some countries, and there are some R&D subjects that 
engage culture in difficult ways, such as HIV or stem cell research. There 
are other examples. 

Case in point, there is a household survey that we used to do that 
has been redesigned as an individual survey. Why did we make this 
change? The household survey was about Internet use and we ran it for 
a number of years, deciding that everybody in Canada that had an In-
ternet connection was going to use the Internet. However, the real 
question was what they were doing with the Internet. You cannot ask 
a household that question – but you can ask an individual, so now we 
are talking to individuals about what they are doing with the Internet. 

After they do their email and browsing (we do not ask what they 
are browsing) they are looking at health-related information. The rea-
son for this is that they are getting older and have ailments that they 
are interested in discovering through the use of Google. When they 
have dealt with their health they go on to banking and various other 
things. Through the use of this survey we are able to see what they are 
doing, and if the survey is refined our results will certainly improve. This 
will give us insight into the areas in which products have been or could 
be launched to respond to new needs. This is one approach to answer-
ing your question. Market research people do this kind of thing all the 
time, albeit on a smaller scale. 

Another approach comes from an area that I really cannot discuss, 
as it is beyond the scope of an official statistician. That is the use of 
marking efforts to alter the culture. This is a real challenge, but we 
might question whether it is legitimate topic for the government to 
approach. This is a question that I will leave open for the group. 

Leszek Jasiński:��

Are there any further questions?

Krzysztof Gulda: ��

If I may, I have a few comments and question that might be able to 
resolve some issues to continue this way of thinking. First of all, that 
was an excellent presentation, and I am happy to have the chance to 
hear you – it is inspiring to share thoughts and problems. Unfortu-
nately, I have not had the chance to read the book by Friedman, and 
although I share many of his views, there are certain aspects of his po-
sition (particularly concerning the Chinese economy and society) with 
which I cannot agree. I must say that I have a different understanding 
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of the situation in China in relation to the global economy, the global 
markets. It is a huge country, and the absolute numbers of people in-
volved in the economy are high – but in principle it is a relatively small 
percentage of the community living there. It does not matter. 

Beginning with the challenges presented on one of the last slides, 
policy is definitely a complex matter. In this case, I would repeat the 
sentence that we must try to remember every morning: single policy 
interpretations do not work. I really believe that we have come to un-
derstand this point, introducing it into practice. When we work with the 
real market economy and with innovation as the subject of horizontal 
policy, we are working with extremely complex issues and there is no 
possibility for simple answers. To be more competitive and innovative it 
is not enough to provide simple goals, like three percent devoted to 
R&D and so forth. Of course, it is very important to create positive goals, 
but to achieve these simple goals we need to create simple tools. It is 
completely the other way around. We mostly use very complex tools, 
and what we do in Poland is to try and use all possible resources.

We are trying to change the way that public money is spent on R&D, 
which is an important activity. I think that my colleagues from the Min-
istry of Science and Higher Education can say more about how we ought 
to be more focused on market activity and companies. I focus on lead-
ers and drivers of the economy and the innovation process, but at the 
end of things we can share our views and remaining challenges. In mod-
ern economies, and more specifically in Poland, we obviously have an 
important industrial sector but the service sector is essential, as it cre-
ates more of the GDP than the industrial sector. This is the same situa-
tion that one finds in the United States and Canada. So our question is 
therefore – where is innovation in services and representation? There is 
almost no relation between services and representation in my under-
standing, but this is of great importance for us because we want to 
support the transfer of technology and knowledge to the service sector 
as well. In our opinion, this is much harder to measure, but it is essential 
in order to do our work properly and to influence things in the right 
direction. So this is our first challenge, to measure innovation in servic-
es. 

As for the second challenge that we face, perhaps two or three 
years ago there was a discussion in Poland in which a group of re-
searchers all agreed to use indicators set by the European Union. This 
trend document contained twenty-five indicators for innovation. Un-
fortunately, we are ranked in a very low or very high position (depend-
ing on how you determine high numbers), but if you try to dig deeper 
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into the issue you will find that a lot of things have changed in Poland 
during the past ten or fifteen years, not simply in terms of investment 
but in terms of things that influence hard or old fashioned indicators. 
But the question remains as to how we can measure changes in or-
ganizations, given that what happened in Poland, in terms of produc-
tivity, involved deep changes in organizations and how people simply 
did business. This is probably difficult to locate in the numbers, at least 
those that I have collected in the classical way. So do you have any 
ideas or suggestions as to how to measure the cultural or mental or-
ganizational changes in companies that influence the competitive posi-
tion of the companies within the economy? Thank you. 

Fred Gault:��

Thank you, I think I might be able to do a somewhat better job answer-
ing these questions than the previous ones. You raise an excellent point. 
I did not emphasize services because the country in which I collect my 
statistics has been a service economy since 1951, as that was when 
more labor was located within services than in other sectors. Currently, 
marketed services (meaning those that are traded) account for 50% of 
the GDP. Additionally, around 16% comes from education, health and 
government. Therefore, two-thirds of the GDP comes from the service 
sector and seven out of ten jobs come from the service sector. It is 
a given that it is a service economy. You also point out that service is 
a significant sector in Poland. 

You also raise questions about how we measure innovation in the 
services sector, and I would suggest to you that we do have some prob-
lems. One of the most immediate problems is that services firms, by 
their nature, are smaller than manufacturing firms. If we look at the 
results of Mrs. Niedbalska”s work, we see the propensity to innovate 
varies with size. Taking the aggregate statistics for services, we would 
expect the propensity to innovate to be lower than for manufacturing, 
precisely because of the effect of size. 

I think that what you were getting at is that there are people who 
feel that services, because they produce products that you cannot drop 
on your foot, are difficult to analyze in terms of their propensity for in-
novation. There I would disagree with you – because a product is a prod-
uct, regardless of whether I can drop it on the table or offer it to you as 
a service. This leads us to several possible objects of study. First of all, 
I can attempt to determine whether certain services are entirely new 
additions to the market. In the case of existing services, I can question 
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whether a service is being offered in a more innovative manner, which 
will ultimately generate more income for the company in question. 

Let me offer an example from the survey we did some years ago, 
which looked at innovative activity in the service industry. We found 
numerous innovative activities within certain industries, while others 
seemed to have absolutely none. At this time, we were only measuring 
product innovation, and the lead industry that was not innovative was 
payroll services. We phoned several firms and asked about why they 
were not changing. They replied that they in fact were changing, but 
in the payroll service business companies buy the assurance that every 
fortnight workers get paid: they sell reliability. They innovate by auto-
mating and making their business and management practices more 
productive, which ultimately improves their delivery of payroll services. 
That was illuminating.

I think you can apply the same methods, given in the Oslo Manual, 
to goods producing industries as well as service industries. There are 
two experts on the Oslo Manual sitting at this table, so they are free to 
contradict me if they wish. However, I do not think that it is a problem. 
We have run surveys on innovation in service industries, as well as con-
struction, manufacturing and primary industries. They are all obviously 
different but this is not because they are either services or goods sur-
veys. There are big differences between goods and services producing 
industries. If you wish to look at the results the questionnaires and re-
sults are all on the website.

Turning to the next question, we need to consider how to engage 
in measuring organizational change. The OECD has considered various 
ways of measuring organizational change, but these are still evolving. 
We have done some work on knowledge management. Again, on our 
website there is a pilot survey that was quite an education for us. First 
of all, let me comment on that. Whenever we do a new survey we first 
go out, talking to people and testing the questionnaires before we 
burden firms with the actual survey. We went to a number of firms, 
putting the questions to them. The conversations were nice, but they 
could not answer the questions – it was a total disaster. However, while 
packing their papers and preparing to leave, our teams were often 
asked for clean copies of the questionnaires. When asked about why 
they wanted a copy. They responded by saying that they had never 
seen a systematic summary of all the activities they ought to be doing. 
This leads me to believe that if we had come back in six months to 
conduct the survey the firm would have been different. There is a prin-
cipal of physics that helps us explain this interaction. We eventually 
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improved our questions and the survey was a success, but it was not 
easy. This is but one example of how difficult it can be to measure busi-
ness practices. This idea is further developed in the Oslo Manual.

Let me provide yet another example. In WPIIS, the OECD Working 
Party on Indicators and Information Society, they are testing questions 
about e-business services and practices, and some of these questions 
are getting inserted into surveys in other OECD countries. So work on 
changing business practices and organizational structures is evolving, 
but we are fairly early in the process. This is fundamentally important. 
Thank you for the question. 

Krzysztof Gulda:��

Thank you for your answer.

Erika Rost:��

With regard to the share of the services industries in BERD (R&D ex-
penditures of the Business Enterprise Sector), for a long time Ger-
many was ranking near the bottom of the OECD countries. We had 
only 5%, close to Japan, and most OECD countries had better shares. 
The reason for this was that the survey did not cover all types of serv-
ice industries. Therefore, we worked to improve the situation, and to 
revise the questionnaire to help firms understand what R&D really is 
in the services sector. In Germany, the Stifterverband Foundation 
(Stifterverband für die Deutsche Wissenschaft) conducted the survey, 
rather than the Statistical Office, and it was financed partly by the 
Federal Ministry of Education and Research. In short, I think we did 
a lot to improve the situation and it generally worked. However, build-
ing an understanding of exactly what was meant by research and 
development was a long process. We started with the manufacturing 
sector in our innovation survey, but later we enlarged it to include 
service industries. There was a separate survey with a framework that 
supported an adjustment meant to cope with the difficulties in knowl-
edge-based industries, which provided us with the right framework 
for our questions. Thank you. 

Alicja Adamczak:��

Just to make some short remarks – I think that patent and intellectual 
awareness, along with general knowledge in society about different 
intellectual and industrial tools, is too low. All of society (including stu-
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dents, working professionals and scientists) needs to be taught about 
how to protect its creativity. Thank you. 

Jarosław Papis:��

I am particularly glad that your presentation mentioned the need to 
link the measurement of innovation with information such as finan-
cial and employment data, alongside analysis of productivity and 
other related items. Historically in Poland, the situation is such that 
innovation, particularly on the micro-scale, was mainly linked to fac-
tors like energy and material consumption and so on. Therefore, it is 
different with respect to each enterprise, and the linking of innova-
tion to more global or general assessments, such as productivity, is 
a very sound approach. As an observation on this approach, I would 
like to mention the fact that innovations in OECD and the measure-
ment of productivity have different pasts. As you mentioned, just as 
there is a large set of manuals of innovation we also have the OECD 
Manual of Productivity. This approach to productivity is rather tradi-
tional, coming from the Cobb Douglas function that deals with labor 
and capital productivity. In summary, this makes it difficult to extract 
the real impact of innovation and technology, especially ICT in rela-
tion to productivity. As a matter of fact, it is my observation that 
there is some work to be done just to integrate productivity and in-
novation into a larger approach. Thank you. 

Fred Gault:��

I think that I am not the only one who would like to speak about this 
important topic. Therefore, I will make some initial comments and then 
open things up for discussion. 

Many classically trained economists have never gone beyond Solow, 
they therefore believe that technological and organizational change 
are gifts from heaven or wherever these things are assumed to origi-
nate from. In their beautifully written papers full of complex equations, 
including multivariate analysis, demonstrations of total factor produc-
tivity and labor productivity, they never tell you anything of relevance 
for policy, perhaps a little like string theory in physics. 

You are right to observe that at the OECD we have the Productivity 
Manual and the Oslo Manual, and they are indeed developed by rather 
different kinds of people. Innovation experts do have contact with the 
real world from time to time. I am not convinced that our colleagues in 
economics of have this connection, and there is therefore a need to bring 
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these two communities together. We need to have classically trained 
economists asking questions about why there are changes in productiv-
ity, which will turn discussions towards technological and organizational 
change, both of which are important. This is a battle that we must keep 
fighting, and it will take some time to win – perhaps a generation. 

Perhaps Professor Baczko can say something more positive.

Tadeusz Baczko:��

Perhaps I can make a short comment. I mentioned that the question of 
the performance of innovativeness is crucial, and I also mentioned that 
the financial approach (rate of returns and the value of the firm). How-
ever, we should not forget that something ought to be done. There is 
such an approach like that of total factor productivity, and it is not far 
from the approach that you mentioned. I remember a conversation with 
Professor Zvi Griliches, one of the founders of modern econometrics, 
who by the way spoke Polish. At the time it was the custom here to 
build extremely large and complicated models, and I asked him what he 
was doing. He stated that he was developing a small model, only one, 
based on one equation and this equation was related to total factor 
productivity, for research and development, but it was made for millions 
of American firms. This meant that the real importance of the study was 
the essence of what they obtained for the data, in which phenomena 
are included. This meant that the total factor productivity model was 
only one normative model, which approached things with the perspec-
tive that you could not simply measure all these phenomena, in order to 
see all the diversity. From this perspective, I would be careful. Of course, 
it takes into account changing contexts, factors and approaches, for 
which we should always be looking – but inside the data, plenty of phe-
nomena are simply covered. It is our job to discover this gold mine.

Fred Gault:��

Let me close the discussion on productivity by making the observation 
that Zwi Grilliches was one of the few economists who knew what 
questions to ask. His work is worth reading, especially that on R&D and 
productivity. 

Ireneusz Białecki:��

Let me begin by saying that I am a sociologist, not an economist, so 
I feel a bit like an outsider in the matters we are discussing. I basically 
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agree with what has been presented and like the idea that valuable 
policy cannot emerge without indicators. However, I still wonder what 
kinds of indicators are needed to elaborate good policy. I was once in 
the Netherlands and we were visiting a farm, the owner used to grow 
vegetables but had switched to producing solar energy panels. That is 
to say that he went from vegetables to energy. What is more, he was 
an emigrant, not Dutch. I was thinking that we need this kind of thing 
in Poland. A shift from farming to more advanced economic activities 
that involves saving energy and skills retraining. How could we import 
this type of practice to Poland, or what kind of indicators might help us 
to create such a situation. As far as I know, the Dutch farmer was edu-
cated but not particularly knowledgeable about matters of solar ener-
gy. Instead, he was receiving training and assistance from a university 
graduate in return for help with his studying fees. The student was 
supported by credit that was paid for by both the farmer and the local 
government. In case of failure, some part of the credit could be can-
celled. I think this is what we need: local infrastructure that promotes 
stimulates and helps to shift people from traditional to more advanced 
activities. The issue is therefore how to bring knowledge to the right 
place at the right time and convince someone to use it. This is micro-
level policy; perhaps that is why I appreciate what Professor Baczko 
said about the fact that our perspective, interest and indicators should 
be at this level. However, most of the indicators presented in your talk 
are based on coincidence rather than causal relationships like the size 
of the firm, investment in R&D and the use of innovation. Of course, 
there are some correlations but not the sort of causality that helps cre-
ate policy. Innovation is not causally related to the increasing size of an 
enterprise, even if both are correlated. Effective policy creation requires 
knowledge of specific contexts that would provide the proper stimula-
tion to lead to innovative behavior. Software companies are usually 
small and innovative. These are the thoughts of an outsider. 

Fred Gault:��

No, I do not think so. If you look at the indicator systems, and there are 
enough people at the table to contradict me, the systems are social 
constructs in the same way as some technologies are social constructs, 
in which case they within the society or are created by the society in 
order to reflect the things that interest the people in them. In the ex-
ample that you provided, there are a number of elements that helped 
the farmer in his transition. 
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The farmer benefited from venture capital and the availability of 
skilled labor to provide advice. Extrapolating from this, we can ask if 
there is a place for a government program in Poland that would pro-
vide small amounts of money and skilled input in return for some sort 
of business proposal with a plan. There is such a program in Canada, 
the Industrial Research Assistance Program (IRAP) that targets small 
and medium sized enterprises. Once the proposal of a particular firm is 
accepted, IRAP staff sends an engineer or specialist of some kind to 
provide advice. There is also the possibility for limited funding. The 
goal is to help small firms to slightly increase their size and thereby 
increase their economic impact. If I were a policy person I would stop 
here and say that this is the answer to your question.

However, the reality is that some small firms take money and advice 
from this program and continue to operate as a small firm with gov-
ernment subsidies. Of course, without the money and advice the firm 
might fail, but this raises different policy issues. The goal is to provide 
stimulus for the firm to change and grow. In your example, the one-
person solar energy enterprise was clearly changing because the entre-
preneur was developing his technological skills and, we assume, his 
market. In time, he would perhaps end up hiring someone to sell his 
panels on the market, an accountant, an office manager and so on. 

To return to the subject of indicators, a set of indicators that de-
scribes small and medium sized firms and their changes over time 
would support comparisons by region, industry, occupation and the 
education levels of the employees. This might lead to a discussion con-
cerning the best practices and their identification through case studies, 
eventually producing a government program able to assist small firms, 
led by entrepreneurs, in expanding. This would suggest that more indi-
cators would support comparison between those firms helped by the 
program and those not, so that the concrete outcome and effective-
ness of the program could be evaluated after a few years.

Leszek Jasiński:��

Are there any further questions?

Erika Rost:��

I want to point out the importance of cooperation and networking, 
internationally, between firms and between the industrial sector and 
the science sector. Everyone today is engaged in networking and it is 
widely accepted as important. I think that the effectiveness of our 
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research is not untouched by the way it is conducted, in terms of net-
working and collaboration. So how can we measure this and how can 
we take it into account in a systems approach to S&T indicators? 
Thank you. 

Fred Gault:��

The question was how do we measure networking. Thank you for that 
question. First, I will give a formal answer and then I will try to provide 
a more informal answer – then we can see what the group thinks. The 
formal answer is that to see linkages between science (and all those 
people doing science) and the industrial sector we have bibliometric 
tools at our disposal. These are not just measures of the production of 
papers or patents but co-authorships and co-patenting. 

Someone just mentioned emails, which is an excellent point. We 
could capture everyone’s emails with a very large computer database 
and analyze the links. Returning to co-publication analysis, the assump-
tion is that if two people from different institutions have their names 
on the same paper or patent, they may have held a conversation. Of 
course, this is not always the case. We did such an exercise some years 
ago, and it required a great deal of cleaning of the database in order 
to get the addresses right. For example, there are many ways of writing 
the address of the University of Montreal, in English and in French. 
Once you have a clean database you do the analysis, what you discover 
is that there are all sorts of interesting links between universities and 
industry, between industry and government and all three entities to-
gether. Everyone is interacting, but interaction fall off as geographical 
separation increases. As a result, there can be geographic analysis of 
co-operation as well as sectional analysis of co-operation. It was really 
rather fun. In fact, it was so much fun that various universities and 
departments of government decided that they wanted this kind of in-
formation, and our Ministry of Environment was able to demonstrate, 
using the same technique, that they influenced nearly every paper writ-
ten on environment-related subjects in Canada, proving that the Min-
istry was contributing to the research agenda. 

That is the formal answer to your question, there are techniques for 
looking at cooperation such as co-patenting, and there are many peo-
ple who could do that work for you in Poland. 

The less formal approach is to look at the upstream and down-
stream questions in innovation surveys, R&D surveys or technology use 
surveys. These questions address where ideas to do certain activities 
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come from, such as R&D, innovation or technology use. In most CIS-like 
surveys, certainly ours, there are long lists down at the bottom of which 
are government and university laboratories. With respect to informa-
tion on relations between public sector science and industry, the flow 
that you are trying to get at is there, but it is not strong. 

As you go up with respect to the size of the firm, the flow increases. 
It does so because the larger firms have the absorptive capacity to 
gather knowledge and convert it into value. Small firms use confer-
ences and meetings like this, not necessarily to listen to speakers but to 
meet other people who have useful knowledge to share. Such informa-
tion is picked up during coffee breaks and turned eventually turned 
into value.

I think that is as far as I should take my response, otherwise I will 
move beyond my knowledge and competence. However, thank you 
once again for the important question. 

Leszek Jasiński:��

Are there any more questions? 

Wojciech Burzyński:��

Thank you. My name is Wojciech Burzyński, from the Foreign Trade 
Research Institute. I would like to thank you very much for your pres-
entation and congratulate you for your optimism because you think 
that STI indicators have a future. 

I just have two questions for you. I would like to touch upon two is-
sues that I believe you didn”t mention. The fundamental question is 
whether measuring the multiplying number of indicators in this field is 
really an obsession or a necessity. You indirectly gave an answer because 
you said that there is no end in multiplying the number of manuals. This 
question also touches upon the feasibility of using those indicators be-
cause you also said that you pay too much attention to state intervention, 
but is it really possible to intervene in any field with what may be pin-
pointed by statistics. So the first question relates to the feasibility of even 
using those future indicators that you were so kind as to present, and the 
second relates to the issue of time lags. You presented a variety of future 
indicators that appear to be, in my opinion, highly differentiated accord-
ing to the sequence of changes in time. For a politician, the key may 
therefore be to receive comments on the interdependence and the time 
sequence of changes of the systems of indicators. I would very much ap-
preciate your comments as a practitioner in this field. Thank you. 
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Grażyna Niedbalska:��

As a statistician, I will be very short with my remarks. I also want to 
question the feasibility of producing all these necessary indicators and 
data. 

Fred Gault:��

Thank you. So there are questions about obsession or necessity with 
respect to indicators, the impact of time lags, which is a serious ques-
tion, and finally about the feasibility of producing all of the indicators 
that I have introduced in the second-half of my talk. These are all good 
questions. 

Statisticians and statistical offices are not free of obsession, which 
could perhaps also be described as inertia. I am sure that we can all 
find examples of statistics that have outlived their usefulness, but are 
nevertheless produced and published by ministers or statistical offices. 
The subject matter experts that oversee such statistics may well be ob-
sessed with the subject, even if it is not relevant to policy. Please re-
member that official statisticians do not create policy, so they can be-
come disconnected. We have to fight against this. 

I live in a slightly different world. Implicitly, I did answer the ques-
tion about necessity in my talk when I said that if no one is using an 
indicator there is no justification for producing it, and therefore it 
should not be produced. This seems to be a reasonable principle for the 
management of scarce resources. This point is brought home to me 
every day, as 80% of my funding comes from outside the statistical of-
fice. In effect, I run a business. If my indicators are not used by policy 
people I do not get more funding, and I have to release staff. The pros-
pect of releasing staff is obviously very depressing, so we make sure 
that our indicators are used. Although we also do the basic indicators 
that everybody wants, or thinks they want, such as R&D statistics. We 
are adding innovation and the use of management practices and tech-
nologies. 

Ireneusz Białecki:��

Sorry, did you say that 80% is funded by business?

Fred Gault:��

No, 80% of our work is funded by other parts of the government. 
Every couple of years I have to convince those other parts of the gov-
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ernment that they are getting value for their money. A substantial 
amount of that money comes from, and this is something that you 
might want to think about in Poland, the Federal Research Policy Ini-
tiative. 

We went through a period of sever cutbacks in the nineties, and gov-
ernment activity was reduced while the government in power turned the 
annual deficit into a surplus. One of the ways that they did this was by 
reducing the size of government. In the policy departments this meant 
that only those people who actually went out and delivered help to in-
dustry, or whatever they did as part of policy implementation, stayed. 
The policy analysts were either released or given incentives to go. 

Of those who were released, many opened their own consultancies 
and some are doing quite well. However, the government lost the ca-
pacity to do policy analysis. It eventually realized that there was no one 
able to provide advice the ministers – so they started the policy re-
search initiative, which incidentally gives 20 million dollars a year to the 
Statistical Office to produce data in support of policy. However, there 
must be a client for the data and the client must use the data in sup-
port of policy development. This is reviewed regularly. It keeps our 
minds focused on necessity, rather than obsession. Not everyone has 
such an advantage. 

With respect to time lags, there are three ways of dealing with the 
problem – none of which are ideal. I mentioned information surveys 
where you measure the sources of information and technologies, the 
activity of innovation and the outcome of that activity, which could be, 
as I said, the increase or decrease in the skill level of the workforce. Now 
if we put a timeline under the knowledge that was being converted by 
the firm into the activity of innovation, we would see that the knowl-
edge was developed at an earlier time. Then we have located the innova-
tion, and we have the consequences of the innovation – so we are run-
ning forward in time. However, we collected the information all at once, 
squashing it into one set of numbers that all appear with the same year 
of reference. There is a timeline but it is often lost, and it is very hard to 
talk about causal links in economic analysis. In fact, some at this table 
would say that it is impossible to talk about causal links at all. 

A different way of looking at time lags is through longitudinal anal-
ysis. In which you do your survey every year or every two years, but 
then you collect all the data for the individual or same firm each year 
throughout the same period of time, and then you are able to do lon-
gitudinal analysis in order to look at the difference over time with re-
spect to sources of information or outcomes and the activity of innova-
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tion. However, longitudinal surveys are very expensive because samples 
never stay the same over long periods of time, so you are always losing 
units from the sample and trying to do the things statisticians do to 
keep them alive. 

A third approach to time lags is to do case studies. Case studies, as 
complements to big surveys, are invaluable because you are able to go 
into a firm, ideally with a sociologist on the team, and ask a lot of ques-
tions about how things fit together – finding out what they are doing, 
when they incorporated the idea and how it influenced their organiza-
tional structure, etc. These studies are costly, but if they are done intel-
ligently they are most valuable. 

There was also the final question concerning the feasibility of pro-
ducing these statistics. This is also a difficult question, and it may be 
the case that we cannot produce them all. But we ought to go to our 
policy masters and ask them what really matters to them, and reduce 
the statistics to those that we can produce within the confines of the 
budget that we have. If the budget is not big enough then they ought 
to find more money for us, if they believe that the indicators are impor-
tant. That is the first possibility. If they are not going to find more 
money for us then they need to tell us what is absolutely essential. This 
would involve giving up an old series to pay for the new, reducing ob-
session in the face of necessity. 

Ireneusz Białecki:��

May I ask you a short question? I was wondering who is consuming, 
aside from government bodies and journalists, the data you are pro-
ducing, and to what extent you collaborate or engage in debate with 
those consumers. Apart from the government, who are the policy ana-
lysts? Hopefully, it is not too large a topic to discuss. 

Fred Gault:��

I will give the short answer. The users are the policy analysts in govern-
ment and journalists who want to discuss innovation, technology dif-
fusion or the use of knowledge management in an article they are 
writing or interview they are about to have with a minister. Also, there 
is a community of academics working in this area. We actually run 
a program where we bring academics into the Statistical Office. We 
swear them all in under the Act, so that they are subject to the same 
laws as I am, and then we let them work on the real data. They write 
papers and contribute to the subject while advancing their careers. In 
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addition, there are industry associations and large firms which con-
sume the indicators, as they find the information quite valuable. The 
community of users is diverse – we always talk to our users about their 
needs. 

Erika Rost:��

I would like to add something. In Germany we have a reporting system 
for research and technology, the Federal Report on Research that is 
published every four years and updated every two years. It goes to the 
parliament, which debates the report with regard to the presentation 
of the research policy of the government, taking into account the data. 
In addition, the annual report on technological performance goes to 
parliament, taking not of the situation in German, supported by par-
ticular indicators and focused on specific topics. I think that this is 
a good way to make use of the indicators to evaluate the policies of 
a country. 

We are intensive users of statistical data in developing science pol-
icy at the Ministry. 

Tadeusz Baczko:��

As you mentioned in different case studies, I think that it is very impor-
tant to find the right form to present the information, for example 
using panel studies, or in the first results that you have on the screen 
– it is an example that is against intuition. It is against the intuition of 
something going forward, meaning that the first results for seventy-
two enterprises investing in research and development in Poland are 
that some firms are spending relatively large amounts, and there are 
examples in which they are multiplying their investment three or four 
times over a three year period. So this is one form of creating an exam-
ple, showing the public what is going on. For the first time we are also 
using the German experience, including in our survey information 
about innovative products to make it more visible. It is interesting that 
many firms are filling in these kinds of forms. 

Finally, two short questions. The first one, which is probably impor-
tant for our discussion, concerns the role of knowledge. In the small 
panel that we have here, we are able to get information and produce 
nice numbers – we not only have the investment, but people involved 
in the process in different sectors. But this is such an atypical mix that 
even institutes are included. So it is in NACE section: 72, 73, 74 and so 
forth. I have two questions concerning this problem. The first question 
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is related to the motivational problems of involving people in the proc-
ess. We need motivation, incentives. We might even lose some solu-
tions. It is the case that people take their solutions or run off to other 
countries with the ideas. We made a study with Dr. Puchała-Krzywina 
concerning this employment and motivational problem. What do we 
know about these kinds of statistics, and how can we contribute to the 
process?

The last question is also related to the presentation. We have a prac-
tical problem in our survey concerning how we should include indus-
trial institutes (OBR). Here is the mixture. Some of them are playing the 
game as a firm, which others are relatively passive government institu-
tions. What is your advice, should we include them or not? Or should 
we divide them into two groups as Dr. Niedbalska has suggested: those 
that are playing the market, and those that are government institutions 
not using an innovative pursuit, in which case they are left out of the 
study. So the two questions concern motivation and whether we should 
treat institutes as firms, innovative firms. 

Fred Gault:��

I ought to be very careful, noting that there has already been a solution 
proposed within Poland, and taking the classification approach is ex-
actly what I would do. If some of the institutes were behaving like 
firms, I might group them together and group the others together so 
that for the sake of aggregate statistics I could add them all up, in 
which case I would still have the two groups separated so that I could 
make comparisons. I assume that is what is being done and that is ex-
actly what I would do.

Motivation is a difficult issue. As I mentioned in my earlier example, 
not all small firms want to be medium-sized. Not all institutes will want 
or are able to become successful businesses. Motivation in the private 
sector is related to making money. Motivation and compensation are 
tied together. Of course, there are areas in which people work for rela-
tively little money, but they receive recognition in other ways. Academ-
ics for example do not get paid very much, but they are able to publish 
and feel good about the recognition they receive and so on. I think that 
if we want to deal with motivation we are moving from the world of 
official statistics to the world of business schools, in which case I will 
not pronounce on the subject. 



Closing Comments

Leszek Jasiński:��

Ladies and gentlemen, I think that it is time to close our long and very 
interesting discussion. The length of this discussion indicates that it 
was very productive. Dr. Gault, thank you for coming and providing us 
with some much valuable information. Thank you very much.

Fred Gault:��

Thank you very much for inviting me. I have learned much from this 
discussion.

Dr Fred Gault 
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Information about research programme

Research programme on innovativeness of 
Polish economy has begun in 2004. The main 
contributor to programme was Institute of 
Economics of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
by Scientific Network “Impact Assessment of 
R&D and Innovation on Socio-Economic De-
velopment” that is coordinating.

In 2005 the project resulted in a develop-
ment of a pioneering system for innovativeness 
evaluation based on integrated indicators construct-
ed for individual enterprises. The indicators are pub-
licly available and contribute to the improvement of 
the funds allocation and to the decline of the cost of 
the risk assessment related to the public and private 
organizations funds allocation. The evaluation system aims to stimulate so-
cial process focused on the innovativeness patterns dissemination and on 
the increase in funds allocated to innovation, especially among SMEs.

Specific methodology was constructed, incorporating both quantitative 
and qualitative aspects of the evaluation. Over 500 innovative enterprises 
which were in operation in Poland in 2004 and 2005 were assessed based 
on questionnaires containing both quantitative and qualitative published 
data but also public statistics, patents granted, stock data, firms reports, 
data concerning signed contracts of EU firms and experts judgments.

The Report consists of analysis based on the newest data concern-
ing the resources dedicated expenditures for R&D and innovativeness 
both on national and sectoral levels delivered by the Central Statistical 
Office. The regional analysis has also been introduced and the Report 
presents analysis on the voivodship level. Detailed statistical annex de-
livers valuable data which could be applied in further analyzes and 
comparisons. The microeconomic part consists of the Ranking of 500 
most innovative Polish enterprises in 2005, a set of analyzes and a dic-
tionary explaining the methodology and some of the terminology used. 
The Ranking allows evaluating firms in regard to market and process 
innovativeness, expenditures on innovation, patents approved and con-
tracts within the EU 6th Framework Program. 

The results of research based on these indicators were put into 
practice and were acknowledged by enterprises as well as by public 
administration (honorable patronage of the Ministry of Economy, Min-
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istry of Science and Higher Education in 2005 and the European Union 
Commissioner for Regional Policy in 2006 and the European Commis-
sioner for Research and Development in 2007).

First edition of programme in 2005 ended publication of the Report 
2005, special appendix to daily Gazeta Prawna and Innovativeness Gala 
at the Warsaw Stock Exchange on 13th December 2005.

The second edition in 2006 was upgraded towards previous one. 
To the ranking were added subrankings in regional division, subrank-
ings of most innovative microenterprises and medium-and-small en-
terprises. To quantitative evaluation qualitative evaluation of data was 
added. The list of enterprises which could identify their innovative 
products and services was also introduced firstly in the 2006 Report. 
Six Galas on regional level were held to spread ideas and results of 
programme in: Katowice (12th October 2006), Gdańsk (19th October 
2006), Poznań (26th October 2006), Łódź (9th November 2006), 
Wrocław (16th November 2006) and final one in Warsaw (6th Novem-
ber 2006).

The research in third edition was of the large scale, almost 26 000 
polish enterprises were evaluated. In result 16 regional, 10 sectoral, 
micro and SME subrankings, technology creators rankings were includ-
ed. In the third edition three regional Innovativeness Galas were held 
in major Polish cities: Katowice (26th October 2007), Gdańsk (14th No-
vember 2007), Poznań (23rd November 2007) and the final one in War-
saw (6th December 2007).

The partners of the project in from 2005 to 2007 were BRE Bank SA, 
daily Gazeta Prawna (Legal Paper) and world leading provider of busi-
ness information Dun & Bradstreet.

On the other hand, the significant reinforcement for the research 
was participation in three foresight programmes between 2006–2008.
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In 2008 the research has been extended 
into spatial dimension. In December Institute 
published 16 reports on innovativeness pre-
pared on voivodship level (a unit of adminis-
trative divison in Poland on NUTS2 level), each 
for one voivodship. Those reports include sev-
eral analyses concerning new topics: foresight 
projects, forecasts of the development of 
Polish regions to 2020, clusters, barriers, re-
gional R&D potentials, maps of spatial distribution 
of innovative enterprises in Poland as well as rank-
ings of innovative enterprises on regional level. The 
results were presented on a conference co-organized by the Polish Infor-
mation and Foreign Investment Agency (April 2009).

Information about publisher

Instytut Nauk Ekonomicznych Polskiej Akademii Nauk

INSTITUTE OF ECONOMICS
POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

Staszic Palace, 72 Nowy Świat, 00–330 Warsaw
inepan@inepan.waw.pl, www.inepan.waw.pl

The Institute was established in 1980. Among its main tasks are: con-
ducting scientific research in the field of economic theory and eco-
nomic analysis, development of scientific personnel resources, dissem-
ination of economic knowledge and popularization of the Polish eco-
nomic thought abroad, performing of tasks assigned by Polish Academy 
of Sciences.

It conducts research in the field of contemporary economic theory, 
economic policy, analysis, forecasting and strategic studies concerning 
the Polish economy, analysis of the world economy and European inte-
gration, with a focus on their influence on the development of the 
Polish economy.

It carries out in-depth analyses and forecasts concerning the Polish 
economy (Report Polish Economy – Forecasts and Opinions) and 
screens Polish enterprises economic performance (Pearls of Polish 
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Economy – list of best firms) and their innovativeness (Report on In-
novativeness of Polish Economy and The List of 500 Most Innovative 
Firms in Poland).

On behalf of various government and non-environment institutions, 
the Institute conducts various surveys concerning restructuring of large 
enterprises, structural changes in the Polish economy, policies stimulat-
ing economic growth, strategy for Poland’s participation in the Euro-
pean Union.

The Institute is authorized to confer the academic degrees of doctor 
and doctor of sciences and to motion to confer the degree of professor 
of economic studies. It consists of four departments: Microeconomics, 
Economic Policy, Institutional Economics and World Economy and em-
ploys 40 researchers. The chairman of the Scientific Council is professor 
Jerzy Osiatyński. The Institute’s director is professor Leszek Jasiński, the 
deputy director is associate professor Paweł Kozłowski.

Institute is a coordinator of Scientific Network “Impact Assessment 
of R&D and Innovation on Socio-Economic Development”. 

It also carries postgraduate studies of: Ph.D., MBA, Accounting, 
Monetary Policy for journalists, HR Managment. 

Publications: Studia Ekonomiczne (Economic Studies) – quarterly, 
Gospodarka Polski – Prognozy i Opinie (Polish Economy – Forecasts and 
Opinions) – biannual, Raport o innowacyjności gospodarki Polski (Re-
port on Innovativeness of Polish Economy) – annual, Monografie (Mon-
ographs) – series, Working Papers – series

SCIENTIFIC NETWORK “IMPACT ASSESSMENT
OF R&D AND INNOVATION ON SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT”

Staszic Palace, 72 Nowy Świat, 00–330 Warsaw
msn@inepan.waw.pl, www.inepan.waw.pl/siec

Institute is coordinating Scientific Network “Impact assessment of R&D 
and innovation on socio-economic development”. The primary goal un-
derlying creation of the ISN in 2003 was to establish cooperation be-
tween research institutions representing distant knowledge fields and 
playing different roles in the processes of research, development and 
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innovation. ISN is trying to find areas of activity where cooperation 
could accelerate reduction of gap between Poland and the most devel-
oped countries in areas mentioned above.

Creating a group comprising research institutions from different 
fields has a goal of facilitating transfers of knowledge from research to 
business practice through the development of the scientists focused on 
this goal and founding the joint structures. Currently International Sci-
entific Network constists of four institutions.

Institute of High Pressure of the Polish Academy Of Sciences �1

Institute of Biochemistry and Biophysics of the Polish Academy of �1

Sciences,
Institute of Economics of the Polish Academy of Sciences �1

Faculty of Management of the Warsaw University of Technology�1

Besides innovation survey conducted together with Institute of Eco-
nomics of the Polish Academy of Sciences, the ISN is committed to 
helping its member organizations in their participation in the Seventh 
EU Framework Programme for Research and Technological Develop-
ment (FP7). The ISN is also helping it’s members to obtain funds from 
Polish grant system. 

The Network is trying to ease transfer of technologies developed in 
the institutes to a business practice by establishing direct links between 
research centers of the Network and business. ISN also has significant 
international activity. In years 2004–2007 ISN set up contacts with 35 
institutions that are located outside Poland. 

The network has been organizing: 
Methodological seminars �1

Seminars presenting research output of other institutes, �1

Conferences participated by world acclaimed methodology experts �1

(Benoit Mandelbrot, Fred Gault) 
ISN has own publication series: 
Report on innovativeness of Polish economy, �1

ISN Bulletin, �1

ISN Working Papers, �1

Research Bulletin. �1

ISN has created its own vast expert networks consisting of research-
ers (i.e. Warsaw School of Economics, Faculty of Economy and Faculty 
of Management of Warsaw University, Institute of Biocybernetics and 
Biomedical Engineering PAS, Institute of High Pressure PAS, Institute of 
Fundamental Technological Research PAS, National Bank of Poland, 
Polish Agency of Enterprise Development and Main Statistical Office) 
and enterprises representatives.


